Modern companies use Local and Regional Networks, as 
Introduction
Recently, last several years, Internet has become the global standard for communications. The Internet is a global network of computers working on a set of TCP / IP network protocol. World Wide Web (WWW), is one of the many services that the Internet works, it brought opportunities for access to documents in various formats.
Internet can practically be used on almost any type of computer or operating system. Now, the Internet is the host of many companies and millions of Web sites of organizations that provide various types of services. The Internet is marked as a new model for systems developers because it provides multiple benefits, such as, universal access to data, common interface GUI, lower cost on preparation of end users, etc.
The development of applications for Internet / Intranet seeks to overcome the limitations of Web forms interface. The administrators of databases in today's Internet-based environment have to understand the implications of the development of Web applications with data bases in terms of supporting the extended type of data security, transaction management, and designing the database.
Regional Network (Internet) in SEE
The Internet is constructed using virtually any type of environment broadcaster, such as:
• Fiber optic lines
• Telephone lines and • MRF -Microwave radio frequencies and channels.
• Wi-Fi technology • GPRS Since the need for TCP / IP addresses has increased, the network has started to migrate from standard protocol IPv4 (Internet Protocol Version 4) with 8 bit value (32-bit addresses), to the new IPv6 protocol -more advanced than IPv4, the standard 12 bit value (128-bit address), that increased the number of individual addresses to 4095. Numbers 0 and 4095 (all bits set). This way we can increase the number of addresses is being applied on substantially.
Databases and Internet Technologies
The Internet provides universal access through global interfaces known as Web Browser, which is easy to use and works across multiple platforms. Connectivity of databases to the Web opens the doors of new innovative services such as:
• Allows immediate response to competitive pressure by bringing new services and products to the market quickly.
• Increase customer satisfaction through the creation of supportive services based on Web.
• provide rapid and effective delivery of information through universal access, from across the street and up to the other side of the globe. Having all these advantages, many departments of information technology services have to deal with the need to create universal architectures for data access, based on Internet standards, to guide appropriate operations and to facilitate decision making.
Company and Network organization within the Same Country and the Same ISP
As we can see the Company that is lying within the same Country and has its network provided and managed the same ISP has some preferences because both in technical, organizational and lawful mode has the advantage of applying the same rules in all of its branches. Now the companies organization depends on its stretch in the Region, number of units (branches), variety of its business, number of employees, and the technology used for business administration.
In the case of larger Trading Companies these are Crucial.
Since they are dependent on the service they give to the customer, their organisation must also reflect the way they need to do business.
Based on all this the organisation schema should be:
• Centralized (Hierarchical) IS;
• Decentralized (Distributed) IS or • Combined (both hierarchical and distributed) IS. We recommend the Combined (both hierarchical and distributed) IS for the Company, especially in the case of trading companies spread throughout the country.
The Wide Area Networks that we are using are of great importance and very helpful in organising our business, but, they are in the phase of spreading through the area and still have problems with uninterrupted operation.
Having the Combined organisation allows us to be independent on the wide are infrastructure. We can organise business locally within our local Network, with occasional links to the Central Servers and databases.
This way we can ensure that our business is independent of the external (ISP) problems for a period of time, since we organise most of the doings to be executed locally, and from time to time ( periodically) update the Central database with the fresh and detailed information.
Central database is crucial for business progress because it enables the company to automatically refill the branches with items that are sold meantime and need to be supplied. Without it we would have an unorganised supply chain and it would bring to a situation where some branches shortage and the others have overstock.
The Network organization reflects these needs, and must be designed to fulfil these requirements. This can be best achieved through a VPN (Virtual Private Networking) Network organisation. VPN is enabled making tunnels inside our Internet/Intranet Network layout. The tunnels connect the points needed directly with both TCP/IP and DNS infrastructure, ensuring the internal connection and organisation without exposing those points to the external view. For an external entry we need to allow a Public IP address through a connection to an internal IP address, a process named NAT (Network Address Translation), and it can only be performed by collaboration of Internal and ISP IT staff. This ensures the safety of our transactions.
VPN makes possible the use of:
• Local Data Servers;
• Local Application Servers;
• Distant Central Data Servers;
• Combination of Wire Networks with Wireless and GPRS Networks. -from the CDB towards LDB-s and from LDB-s towards POS, which will reflect the change of any basic information needed, and -From POS to LDB, then from LDB to CDB (or even directly from POS to CDB), transmitting the local turnover to the Server databases, both local and Central The bidirectional flow will fulfil our Companies need for information on creating and using back office reports needed for further planning and developing.
Once we have obtained a database on a server in a data processing environment further successful processing depends on communication ability. The means of data processing can be organised by: -Client Server application or/and -Web based Applications One of the most useful is IIS (Internet Information Services) that comes as part of the Windows operating system. It allows various operations that require access to the Internet.
It is a software service that supports the creation of Web sites and other Internet functions:
The use of these services allows us to extend our Network throughout the region that we operate. This includes Internet and Intranet.
First the IIS has to be activated and set up on our Server 
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Figure 4. IIS settings
After setting up a Domain all the demands for server acces are directed through the service.
And finally Web site and Web service that will manipulate the data from the Internet / Intranet We have practically enabled Data Base access through the scripts residing on our server. The procedure of searching and updating a commercial web site:
• Browser requests access to Web site Located on a Web Server Xx (Web Page)
• Xx has enabled Web server through which to connect to the database • Server database gives access DBMS (in the case of SQL moment)
• SQL processing application results are returned to the Web Server xx • Xx Web Server Web Browser presents results
Figure 6. Scripts applied through the Web Site and Web service
The code used is in Visual Basic Script -VBScript. We have practicaly used Network redirection -From the starting Demand that can be on any kind of device -To the Internet / Intranet through a WEB Service -On the Server where we have SCRIPT-s residing -Finaly getting access on the Data Base and retreiving or updating the information.
Requirements towards Network Organization and Multiple ISP Coordination when Company Expands Outside the Country
In the companies' further development, we have a new moment. The company is spreading its business outside the borders, towards other countries in the region. This brings new requirements towards Networking and Database processing. There are also legal matters to be considered but we are not going to deal with them at the moment. Since we need to manage the new branch from within the central of the Company, we also need access to its Databases and other IS resources. This can be done by the means of Internet utility programs like: team Viewer, Logmein, remote connect ect., but they are for the occasional use and not suitable to work with them all the time.
The connection can be achieved by setting up a Public IP address, public domain and use an internal Network distributor to the internal LAN. This is not very comfortable and safe, and our data security is of outmost importance. The connection through a public address looks like: Figure 7 . Number of hops needed through a public address It can also be set through installation of VPN Network between two Networks. This gives us the means to enable data access to the users both ways with a higher degree of safety.
The Pubic addresses are only used to achieve a PTP (point to point) connection. After that all levels of data security are integrated in the existing system.
The two network connection between two different networks is obtained by building an IPSec tunnel. Both ISP-s have to provide configuration parameters. The parameters are such as: Peer's IP address, Encryption Algorithm, Transform (IPSec protocol), source IP, and Port number or All.
Once we apply the parameters to the link we have attained the link. Now this Connection has only three hops to be achieved: Figure 8 . Number of hops needed through a VPN address It is achieved through only 3 hops, which results in a faster network, it is functional and the local users are using all the resources as though they were locally attached. The abroad branch is working and we can treat it as if it were here.
The Local Database of the abroad Branch is directly connected to the Central Database of the Company and the flow of data and information is both ways. We can continue with work at real time connection, send and retrieve data.
Conclusion
Modern Companies work fast and have a need of a flow of information that exceeds local boundaries. This means that the Companies have to extend from Local to Regional and further to interstate business. This automatically calls for development of Local networks, Wide area networks, and to International Network (internet).
For a Company to put forward it needs to hire staff capable of enhancing business. For that staff to work freely we have to develop technologies that work for them. These technologies need an environment where they can work. They also need information and a fast and secure interchange of that information.
Same as the Companies expand the technology used has to communicate and to provide all means of information, preceding the development of the Company itself.
IT Systems and IT technology has a duty to provide information and communication between all parts of the Company wherever it is located.
To achieve all this, we need powerful Servers, meaningful Databases and fast and secure Networks that enable that flow of information.
Most of the time our partners who have taken a duty of providing for us, give us the solutions needed. Since they are also in the phase of development, sometimes we have to find the solution with their help.
In the above described, we tried to describe the solutions and the software, hardware and network needed for successful work and expansion of a Company inside one country and in the nearby Countries.
